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The President’s CMA Log
Most of the MAAA volunteers rostered on for
‘meet and greet’ duties in the Restoration Hangar
(around A52-600, naturally) were ready to start
our briefing soon after 07:30 on Saturday morning, with public opening due from 09:00 onwards.
First (and only) stuff up of the day: a steady trickle
of helpers was heading towards the nearest air
side boundary fence, with the whisper ‘the
Boxkite’s going to fly!’. Everybody forget the briefing, we have to see this!

With a quiet roar, the Boxkite’s seven cylinder Rotec engine quickly pushed VH-XKT into the air for
its short flight above the Western Grass, uneventful landing and taxi run back to its start point. After
a late and truncated briefing, we put some finishing touches to the A52-600 display and took a
look around the other exhibits in the Restoration
Hangar.
The three aircraft types initially used at the Australian Central Flying School, Point Cook in the
‘Class of 1914’ were all represented in replica
form at the northern end of the hangar. The late
Jack Gilles started this particular ball rolling about
20 years ago when he decided to build two replicas of the Deperdussin Type A monoplane, one
for the RAAF Museum and another for Queensland’s Army Museum of Flying at Oakey.
Ron Gretton and Geoff Matthews next took up the
baton eight years ago, when they commenced research and development for a flying replica of a
Bristol Military Biplane.
Andrew Willox, Editor of the Friends of the RAAF
Museum’s magazine ‘Aerogram’ then started re-

searching plans and records of the final type, a
BE2a wing warping biplane (designed, incidentally
by Geoffrey De Havilland). These four men have
given Australia something unique in the aviation
world: replicas of each of the three original aircraft
types used in 1914, all gathered under one roof
on the same airfield at which they first flew.
As Andrew Willox editorialised in the current issue
of ‘Aerogram’, “We can all be justifiably proud of
our achievements; however, these efforts are
nothing without people to come and share in our
story; to enjoy and be inspired and educated in
what we have created….”. I’m sure I can speak for
all Aussie Mossie members, volunteers, families
and friends: We salute you Jack, Ron, Geoff and
Andrew.
Yes, the real Airshow was going on outside, too!
Our photo essay will give you some idea of the
variety of aircraft types flying on both Saturday 1st
and Sunday 2nd March 2014.
My favourites seem to come with the sound of
Merlin engines attached; Temora’s Spitfire, Jeff
Trappett’s Mustang and Judy Pay’s P-40F all
brought me out of the hangar, as did several lesser aircraft.
And a footnote: during a lunch break walkabout I
watched the RAAF Guard Dog school with enjoyment, then met a couple of pups just beginning
their training. Both were smartly dressed in RAAF
uniform jackets, one of which was complete with
“L” plates.
Terry Burke, President

CMA Photos
For the 30,000 odd people who turned up for
the RAAF Centenary Military Airshow at Point
Cook from Saturday March 1st and Sunday 2nd
March 2014 they were days to remember.

the Bristol Boxkite (built especially for the CMA
by Ron Gretton and David Matthews with assistance from others).

The Airforce supplied a wide assortment of
past, present and future aircraft.

The event went precisely as planned when
Squadron Leader Steve Bekker lifted the
Boxkite into the air flying the length of the airstrip and landing less than a minute later.

The show commenced a bit earlier than the advertised time, mainly all the enthusiasts were
waiting for the most anticipated event on Saturday morning at 07:40—to view the take off of

The following montage of photos cover some of
the aircraft present during the two days.
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Replica Sopwith Pup and F/A-18 Hornet opening the show

Boxkite returning to the take off point after a successful flight

F35A—Lightning II seen here with test pilot David Devenish
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Vale
It is with regret the Association must relay that the following members
have past away since the last Bulletin was published.
Alan MIDDLETON of Caulfield North, Victoria on 11th May 2014
Keith REUTER of Bracken Ridge, Queensland on 14th April 2014

New Members
It is with much pleasure that the Association can relay that it has had
New Members join since the last Bulletin was published.
Douglas HUGHES of Sandringham, Victoria
Peter CRIBB of Westleigh, New South Wales
Daryl KENNEDY of Highton, Victoria
Kersi PANTHAKY of Seabrook, Victoria
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Articles in this Bulletin have been faithfully reproduced and credit has been given to the reference source where known.
If any details are misrepresented or incorrect, please contact the Editor who will makes amends in following publications.
"Disclaimer: The Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia ("the Association") is a privately funded charitable organisation which has no connection with any other body. The views and opinions expressed in any article and/or publication by the Association are those of the Association and/or its contributors, and not of the Department of Defence, the RAAF Museum or any other body."
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